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ABSTRACT 

The concept of process management, which has been known since the beginning of the last 

century with the scientific administration movement, has echoed more intensely in the 

business world in the last two decades. It is noticed that there is a gap in the academic 

literature when it comes to mechanisms for measuring the business process management 

(BPM) performance considering the process end-to-end, which contribute for the 

organizations to reach their strategic goals. This study adapted the theoretical model of 

evaluation of BPMs that is available in the bibliographic revision in the context of business 

process for National Support Program to the State Exchequer (PNAFE). Through the 

application of bivariate and multivariate statistical techniques, the adapted model was 

validated. It was also possible identifying the normative attributes that present the higher 

correlations with the general evaluation of the business process management. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Operations in organizations always rely on one or more processes, be they formalized or 

not, that utilize technology, often that of information. Formalizing of processes takes place 

by development of models that take into account: business objectives, exchanges, data, 

integration and relationships between areas. 
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For Hammer and Stanton (1995) processes continue to be fragmented and isolated in 

different sectors of the traditional organizations. Therefore, they remain difficult to be 

viewed as part of a gear train hindering their management and control. 

The decade of the nineties was prodigal in academic and entrepreneurial reports on the 

development and use of workflow systems and somewhat less prolific with regard to their 

management. To overcome deficiencies pointed out by specialists, the model of Business 

Process Management – BPM appeared using Information Technology - IT resources. 

For control of business processes in the Brazilian Public Exchequer Management, the 

National Support Program for the State Exchequer - PNAFE was instated in 1997 relying 

on a solid basis of managerial and technological knowledge and human and financial 

resources. Thereby, the Brazilian states have been promoting major advances in the control 

and collection of taxes, combat of tax evasion and optimization of public services. 

PNAFE reports cover management of these new business processes only for the 

operational attributes, without including those of a managerial nature. Furthermore there is 

no model for the evaluation of BPM and a theoretical reference or a successful benchmark 

in the scope of the PNAFE is lacking.  

A review of the literature on work and reports of successful experiences in the use of 

Systems for Evaluation of Organization Management (SEOM) as well as the architectural 

solution RiverFish (RF) for control of the BPM brought about studies of the normative 

attributes for SEOM, under the RF concept for the creation of a conceptual model for 

specific evaluation of the Business Process Management in the context of PNAFE. 

This study intends to: 
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• Adapt the theoretical model for the evaluation of management processes in the 

context of business processes for the PNAFE; 

• Validate the model adjusted for business process management for PNAFE; 

• Identify association between pair of normative attributes in business process 

management performance 

 

 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 

The principal Systems for Evaluation of Organizational Performance reported in recent 

academic studies, the main concepts of BPM – Business Process Management, the 

architectural model for control of RiverFish business process and the concepts of the 

Navigation Plan will be addressed in this section. 

 

Systems for Evaluation of Organizational Performance 

Systems for Evaluation of Organization Management (SEOM) are understood as an array 

of people, processes, methods, tools and indicators structured to collect, describe and 

represent data to generate information about multiple dimensions of performance for users 

at different levels of hierarchy. Based upon the information generated, users are able do 

evaluate performance of teams, activities, processes and the Organizational System itself, 

for making decision and carrying out actions for performance improvement (CLARK, 

1995; BITITCI et al, 2000; NEELY et al., 2002; FIGUEIREDO, 2003, pg. 58). 

Figueiredo (2003, pgs. 15-16) divides the systems for measurement of organizational 

development into three distinct stages. The first stage, between the 14th and the 19th 
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Centuries includes the emergence of the first accounting practices for the control of 

production processes and development of the first administrative systems and control of 

production. 

In the second stage, from the beginning of the 20th Century to the decade of the 1980’, 

performance measurement became an explicit part of the planning and control cycle of 

organizations, a time when the main model was that of the Du Pont Pyramid. 

The third stage, from the mid eighties until today, is the result of criticism of the former 

model and similar ones. The literature surveyed identified other attributes based upon 

intangible and non-financial assets, nevertheless necessary for the efficacy of new models 

designed for performance measurement. 

In 1999, KPMG –LLP (2001, pg. 13) carried out a survey with leaders representing global 

organizations at a meeting with members of the MIT Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology, which pointed to the need of a new generation of performance measurement 

systems and tools. This may be one of the main explanations for the fact that Figueiredo 

(2003, pgs 23-25), in a careful review of literature, identified about 33 (thirty three) new 

models of SEOM.  

According to relevance criteria, number of citations in literature consulted and 

dissemination among the organizations, Figueiredo (2003, pgs. 26-52) defined the nine 

principal SEOM that served as a theoretical point of reference for the development of a 

conceptual model to support self-evaluation of systems for measurement of organizational 

performance, as follows: 

PMQ – Performance Measure Questionnaire – 1990; SMART – Strategic Measurement 

and Reporting Technique – 1991; QMPM –Quantum Model for Performance 
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Measurement– 1994; SPC – Seven Performance Criteria – 1993; BSC – Balanced 

Scorecard – 1992, 1993, 1996 and 2001; IDPMSa – Integrated and Dynamic Performance 

Measurement System – 1997, 1998 and 2000; IDPMSb – Integrated and Dynamic 

Performance Measurement System – 1996 and 1997; PP – Performance Prism – 2001 and 

2002; MSGP – Measurement System of Global Performance – 2001. 

Some efforts seeking to identify the attributes needed for the efficacy of these systems can 

be found in academic literature. Among them are the doctorate surveys by Clark (1995) and 

Martins (1998) and the masters by Ratton (1998) and by Hourneaux Jr (2005), as well as 

the works by Ghalayini et al (1997), Neely et al (1997), Bititci et al (2000), Bourne et al 

(2000), De Toni and Tonchia (2001), Kennerly and Neely (2002) and Figueiredo (2003). 

The latter author identified 128 attributes and ranked them according to criteria of affinity 

and correspondence into nine so-called normative attributes: alignment, critical analysis, 

organizational learning, balance, clearness, dynamism, integration, participation and causal 

relationship.  

 

Business Process Management - BPM 

Aalst et al (2003, pg. 4), defined BPM as the support for the business process using 

methods, techniques and  information system software to design, carry out, control and 

analyze operational processes involving people, organizations, applications, documents 

and other information sources.  

Currently many workflow system vendors are portraying their offerings as BPM systems. 

The Gartner (2002) group believes that the BPM market will grow and that BPA Business 

Process Analysis will be acknowledged. 
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BAM - Business Activity Monitoring is one of the emerging BPA areas. The objective of 

the BAM tools is to use historical data stored by the information system to diagnose 

operational processes.  

Two trends may be identified in the redesign of operational processes: STP – Straight 

Through Process and the CH - Case Handling. The STP refers to the complete automation 

of a business process. For Aalst and Berens (2001, pgs 43-44), STP focuses on greater 

automation and CH deals with different processes that diverge greatly or are very complex 

for confinement in a process diagram. 

To summarize, according to Aalst et al (2003), BPM extends the traditional endeavor of 

WFM (Workflow management) while supporting the diagnosis stage (BPA and BAM 

software) and allows for new ways of supporting operational processes (CH and STP).  

Creation of a model for BPM performance measurement, containing normative attributes 

already known and academically settled of the systems for measurement of organizations’ 

performance was complemented by the fundamental concepts of a recently developed 

architectural model to control business processes, the RiverFish. This model was a 

welcome resource for research in the domain of ITC - Information Technology and 

Communication – management, when it proposed a solution for the continuing gap found 

in this stage of diagnosis of the BPM, (BPA and BAM software) and in the support of 

redesign for operational processes (CH and STP).  

 

RiverFish Architecture and the concept of Navigation Plan  

The architectural model for process control RF – RiverFish according to Ferreira et al 

(2005) has a modeling language described by the NP – Navigation Plan, which utilizes 
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Process Algebra to represent the cycle of a process (BERGSTRA et al, 2001; BERGSTRA 

and MIDDELBURG, 2003; FORKKINK, 2000).  

The RiverFish architecture, state Ferreira et al (2005) is a new approach for the integration 

of data in autonomous systems by a unified handling of the requisitions. In BPM, an 

electronic service requisition, for instance, requisition for the opening of a company in the 

taxpayers’ register of a public body, navigates through various levels of consistency until it 

is stored in a specific database of a given autonomous system.  

The concepts of Navigation Plan simplify representation and management of complex 

business processes. RF presupposes the concept of datum quality, that is to say, at each 

time, when the performance monitor has successfully carried out a step, on instance of the 

NP, the quality of the datum in question is improved. The RiverFish architecture considers 

as quality of a datum, that a minimum set of rules and consistencies is complied with. A 

quality verifier controls the requisition until it attains the desired quality. 

In the search for a BPM assessment model, the normative attributes found in literature will 

be analyzed from the point of view of the main attributes of the Navigation Plan contained 

in the RF architecture to compose a new collection of specific normative attributes for 

performance measurement of the BPM.  

 

 

NATIONAL SUPPORT PROGRAM FOR THE STATE EXCHEQUER IN BRAZIL 

- PNAFE  

According to the document Brasil (2005, pg.1) the PNAFE – National Support Program 

for the State Exchequers, funded by the IDB- Inter-American Development Bank, and by 
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local participation (50% for each) intends to improve the managerial efficiency, the 

rationalization and the transparency in the management of state public resources.  

In most Units of the Federation, in order to warrant that the PNAFE objectives will be met, 

agreements were signed between the State Treasury Offices and other state bodies, 

essential to the process of fiscal modernization: General Attorney offices, Audit Courts, 

Planning or Administration Offices, Prosecuting Counsels. 

For PNAFE some Units of the Federation, for instance, São Paulo 

(http://www.pfe.fazenda.sp.gov.br), Bahia (http://www.sefaz.ba.gov.br) and Paraná 

(http://www.fazenda.pr.gov.br), established the Internet as the principal means of service 

supplied to the taxpayers, by means of the so-called Electronic Fiscal Stations. 

In view of the number of public services at the different levels of public administration that 

still require an efficient remodeling of business processes and their computerization, in a 

large number of countries, the exchequer administrations have been pioneers in the 

introduction of new technologies in the government.  

In internal documents for program assessment, the lack of a model to measure 

management performance in the majority of business processes, mainly in those that 

involve solutions such as the use of Information and Communication Technology, is 

identified by PNAFE as a gap to be filled for the strengthening of the progress achieved. 

Many of these processes have accurate controls that do require broader multidisciplinary 

knowledge integrated with the other organizational business processes. 
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METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE STUDY 

The methodological procedure for the creation of a model for measurement of business 

process management of the PNAFE will be described in this section. 

 

Surveys accomplished 

In the 1st stage a review was made of literature to obtain subsidies for development of an 

Initial Conceptual Model (ICM-BPM Initial Model of a System for Performance 

Measurement for BPM).  

In the 2nd stage a quantitative survey was carried out for evaluation of reliability and 

validation of constructs of the proposed Conceptual Model for Performance Measurement 

of the BPM of PNAFE. 

 

Population 

The quantitative survey was undertaken in the ambit of the Central State Units (CSU) of 

PNAFE coordination and State Finance Offices of the Brazilian states. 

The population characterized by: (1) Coordinators, sub-coordinators and managers of the 

CSU macro-projects, and (2) Leaders and managers of modernization projects 

subordinated to the CSU in most Brazilian states participating in the PNAFE.  

 

Sampling and data collection instrument 

Probabilistic sampling was utilized to meet the need of generalization of results. One 

hundred and thirty interviews were made. Data was obtained by means of personal 
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interviews (survey) and also by Internet. For the latter, questionnaires were forwarded to 

those randomly selected who agreed to take part in the survey. 

 

Initial Conceptual Model ICM – BPM 

There are nine preliminarily identified normative attributes of the ICM – BPM starting 

from the theoretical basis of the SEOM, of the BPM and of the RF-NP architectural model: 

learning, clearness, dynamism, integration, alignment, participation, causal relationship, 

balance, critical analysis. These dimensions were compounded of several aspects. In the 

total of the nine dimensions, 101 attributes were analyzed. They are presented in table 1. 

 

Insert Table 1 about here 

 

Macro processes belong to the following relationship: access control, legislation, register, 

statements, APFD - Authorization for Printing of Fiscal Documents, fiscal account, 

Vehicle Taxes – IPVA, different services in the tax area and different services in the 

financial area. 

For each aspect and within each of the nine dimensions, participants in the survey ranked 

the intensity of the presence of the aspect in the process management on a scale of 0 to 10.  

Example: Factor: learning; Aspect: knowledge of the process as a whole by the users. 

The closer to 0, the less this knowledge is confirmed.  

As an analogy, the nearer to 10 the more this knowledge is confirmed.  
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ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS  

Analyses of the collected data presented four stages: preliminary analysis; reliability, 

validity of the construct and descriptive statistics, including association between pair of 

normative attributes. 

 

Table 2 presents the analysis plan developed in this study. 

 

Insert Table 2 about here 

 

Preliminary Analysis 

Data were analyzed for presence of outliers using the Mahalanobis Distance calculus, and 

removed if the test of significance of the values of this distance so recommended. 

Tests were carried out for each one of the nine dimensions. 

The following hypotheses were enunciated 

H0: The Mahalanobis distance for the dimension learning is not statistically significant, 

that is, the dimension does not have an outlier according to the Mahalanobis distance.  

H1: The Mahalanobis distance for the dimension learning is statistically significant, that is 

to say, the dimension has an outlier according to the Mahalanobis distance,  

and so forth for the remaining dimensions. 

There are 9 hypotheses tests in the total. 

For each dimensions the t-student test was performed with a significance level of 0.2% and 

a number of degrees of freedom (df) equal to the number of aspects of each dimension. 

Table 3 presents the results in each dimension. 
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Insert Table 3 about here 

 

Four outliers were identified and removed from the sample. Therefore, the H0 hypothesis 

was rejected for the dimensions alignment, participation and balance. 

Next, the cases when the interviewee missed answering more than 10% of the requested 

information were investigated. Six cases were identified in this situation. 

Therefore, considering the Outliers and Missing, 10 questionnaires were discarded. 

 

Reliability  

Reliability of a measuring instrument is the extent to which such measurements are exempt 

of a random error (Peter, 1979). In other words, it is an instrument able to produce 

consistent results, whenever repeated measurements are carried out. For the score to reflect 

the underlying construct there must be high reliability (GULLIKSEN, 1950). 

The Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient was used to analyze reliability of the dimensions of the 

conceptual model of process management. This coefficient is capable of disclosing how 

strongly items of a score are interrelated (TULL & HAWKINS, 1990). The coefficient was 

calculated for each of the nine dimensions of the survey’s data collection instrument. This 

analysis also allowed for an evaluation of the sensitivity of the Cronbach coefficient for 

each dimension, calculating it sequentially with the exclusion of each aspect of the 

dimension and comparing results. 

The following hypotheses were enunciated: 
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H0.10: There is no reliability in the measurement of the dimension learning for process 

management BPM. 

H1.10: There is reliability in the measurement of the dimension learning for process 

management BPM 

and so forth for the remaining dimensions. At this stage of the analysis, additional 9 

hypotheses were enunciated.  

Table 4 shows the Cronbach coefficients obtained. 

 

Insert Table 4 about here 

 

The lower limit, usually accepted for the Cronbach coefficient is 0.70, although it can be 

reduced to 0.60 in an exploratory survey. In all dimensions, values were acceptable taking 

as reference 0.70. It is concluded that the reliability of the score utilized for process 

management is good with all of the 94 variables, with the higher and lower value of the 

Cronbach Alpha Coefficient being verified respectively in the dimensions clearness and 

dynamism (0.9668) and integration (0.8958). A typical recourse for improvement of 

reliability would be removal of the items without which, eventually, reliability of a score 

would be high. Table 4 shows that four dimensions would have a small improvement with 

the removal of some variables, that is:  

• Learning: the coefficient would go from 0.9340 to 0.9365 with the removal of V14; 

• Dynamism: the coefficient would go from 0.9668 to 0.9669, with the removal of 

V31; 

• Balance: the coefficient would go from 0.9441to 0.9493 with the removal of V78; 
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• Critical analysis: the coefficient would go from 0.9667 to 0.9678, with the removal 

of V93. 

It was decided to maintain those variables because of two aspects: 

• The coefficients of the corrected correlation item-total are expressive in the four 

variables: 0.5734; 0.6390; 0.5254; 0.6695; 

• The impact of these dimensions on the Cronbach coefficient when such variables 

are removed would be very small, therefore removal is not justified. 

 

As such, the Cronbach coefficients obtained corroborate the adequacy of the construction 

of the nine dimensions that encompass the main variables of interest and analysis in this 

work. Therefore it can be stated that the nine dimensions (constructs) may be considered 

reliable. Thus the H0 hypothesis was rejected in all of the dimensions. 

 

Validity 

Validity of a measurement instrument is the extent to which differences noted in the scores 

reflect the real differences among objects in the characteristic being measured and not the 

systematic or random errors (AAKER & DAY, 1990). Evaluation of a construct’s validity 

can be performed by the calculus of the correlation of its measures with that of another 

construct, which supposedly is strongly associated to it. Examination of the validity may be 

carried out using multiple linear regression. Scores of the items of the nine dimensions will 

be independent variables. Another measurement of global evaluation of management will 

be considered the dependent variable. 
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The technique of factor analysis was initially used in each one of the nine dimensions of 

process management so as to reduce the number of variables in each, to only one factor. For 

the nine factors obtained the factor scores were calculated. Information on some indicators 

about the quality of adjustment of the nine factor analyses carried out may be found in 

Table 5.  

 

Insert Table 5 about here 

 

All results of Table 5 show that use of factor analysis is adequate to obtain one factor for 

each dimension.  

• Kaiser - Meyer - Olkin (KMO) measurement 

This index compares the total correlations among pairs of variables, with the partial 

correlations among pairs. The closer this measure is to 1, the better the quality of the factor 

analysis. Kaiser (1974) classifies bands of this measurement as greater than or equal to 0.9 

– optimal; greater than or equal to 0.8 and below 0.9 – reliable, greater than or equal to 0.7 

and below 0.8 – regular; greater than or equal to 0.6 and below 0.7 – mediocre; greater than 

or equal to 0.5 and below 0.6 – of no value and below 0.5 – unacceptable. The lowest value 

obtained corresponds to the dimension causal relationship (0.798) and is quite near to 0.8, 

being therefore reliable. 

• Bartlett’s test of sphericity 

Permits test the H0 hypothesis: the correlation matrix is an identity matrix. 

This hypothesis must be rejected to signal the adequacy of using factor analysis. Such 

hypothesis was rejected for the nine dimensions. 
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• Percentage of variance accounted for by each factor (before and after factor 

rotation) and total of the variance accounted for by the factors. 

The percentage of variance accounted for by each factor is a synthesis measurement, 

indicating how much the total variance of the original variables is represented by the factor. 

It reflects the importance of each factor in the replacement of the variables regarding the 

degree of saved information. In all dimensions results were satisfactory ranging from 

61.805% (learning) to 73.456% (critical analysis). 

In the evaluation of the validity of process management constructs, factor scores of the nine 

dimensions were considered independent variables. Each manager evaluated, in a general 

way, his managerial procedures of a specific process. This evaluation was used as the 

independent variable in the regression analysis.  

The following hypotheses were formulated:  

H0.19: There is no linear relationship between the global assessment of process management 

and the nine dimensions considered. 

H1.19: There is a linear relationship between the global assessment of process management 

and the nine dimensions considered. 

H0.20: There is no influence of the dimension learning in a linear relationship between 

global assessment of process management and the nine dimensions considered. 

H1.20 There is an influence of the dimension learning in a linear relationship between the 

global assessment of process management and the nine dimensions considered. 

and so forth for the remaining dimensions. Considering all the analyses carried out in this 

study, 28 tests of hypothesis are obtained.  

Table 6 presents results of the procedures carried out. 
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Insert Table 6 about here 

 

Checking the relative importance of each dimension must be preceded by verification of the 

magnitude of the multicollinearity among the independent variables. A measurement for 

this analysis is the Variance of the Inflation Factor (VIF) whose contrary is tolerance. Hair 

et al (2005) stress that a VIF above 10 (equivalent to a tolerance below 0.10) expresses a 

high collinearity. In this study no VIF surpassed the value 10 (the highest value is 9.732 for 

the dimension clearness). Therefore, the multicollinearity is moderate, not causing any 

distortion of the results. 

The determination coefficient R2 = 0.802 shows that the nine dimensions account for an 

expressive proportion of the global variance in the evaluation of process management. This 

result, together with the F test, discloses a linear relationship between process management 

and the factor scores of the nine dimensions. Therefore the H0.19 is rejected and the validity 

of the construct of these dimensions is confirmed. 

In the specific analysis of each dimension it may be noted that only critical analysis and 

causal relationship present a statistically significant influence on the global assessment. 

Considering the standardized coefficients, the dimensions that most contribute to assess 

management performance are: critical analysis, causal relationship, participation, 

dynamism and learning. 
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Descriptive statistics 

The total sample was stratified in terms of function (high and medium management) and 

region (São Paulo and other states).  

The variation coefficients of the variables stratified according to these criteria are upper 

than 30%. So, there is high dispersion among the answers of the managers of the processes. 

The higher variation coefficients were found in the variables v30 (greater emphasis on 

trends rather than on single performance measurements), v48 (use of result and process 

indicators) and v64 (tracking of critical parameters for detecting changes in the internal 

environment).  

The correlations between pair of variables were calculated and some interesting results 

were found. The significance of results was analyzed through statistical tests. The majority 

of the high correlations were obtained with variables that belong to the same dimension. 

Table 7 illustrates the results.  

 

Insert Table 7 about here 

 

The groups of variables that presented the greater number of significant correlations with 

variables of other groups were: 

- the dimension causal relationship versus the dimension balance; 

- the dimension critical analysis versus the dimension balance; 

- the dimension clearness versus the dimension dynamism. 
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So, when the managers emphasize the importance of dimension causal relationship, 

automatically there is a positive interest on the dimension balance. The same relation 

happens with the other pairs of highly correlated variables. 

The variable v100, corresponding to a global evaluation of performance measure of BPM, 

is statistically associated only with the variables belonging to critical analysis dimension. 

This fact indicates that the program managers consider very important the role of the 

critical analysis dimension to the global performance of the BPM. 

Two correlation matrices were also built up considering the function strata and the region 

strata. It was found that both stratification criteria confirm the correlation magnitudes 

obtained in the total sample.  

 

 

MAIN CONCLUSIONS 

This work was based upon an overall conceptual model of process management and an 

adjustment was made for the context of business processes for PNAFE. 

The adjusted model was validated and may serve as reference for managers of the various 

processes restricted to PNAFE. 

This study contributed to fill a gap found in the control of business processes management 

in the Brazilian public exchequer where historically operational activities have been 

stressed to the detriment of those of a managerial nature. 

In terms of importance for the management process, the dimensions critical analysis and 

causal relationship were the most relevant. Therefore, these are the normative attributes that 

deserve special attention and priority of the managers. 
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Finally, the correlation results can indicate directions in the sense that, if some attribute 

presents difficulty in its control, other strongly correlated variable can be focused on 

instead of it. As there is a significant association between these attributes, the manager will 

probably get success in his action. So, the correlation results can be used strategically by 

the process managers. 
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Table 1 – BPM Model 
Dimension Variable 

I - Learning  1. user knowledge of the process as a whole  
2. incentive for users to learn the process  
3. incentive for organizational learning of the process 
4. focus on process improvement  
5. critical view in order to improve the process  
6. identification of actions to correct the process 
7. differentiation between control and improvement measures  
8. user perception of process behavior over the course of time   
9. retaining gains achieved through improvement initiatives 
10. identification of conflicts between process performance indicators  
11. support for debate between process users of different hierarchical levels 
12. coherence vis-à-vis administrative techniques for continuous process improvement  

II. Critical analysis 13. critical analysis of the process’s performance evaluation 
14. user involvement in critiquing process performance indicators   
15. performance measurement audit capacity  
16. critical analysis for reviewing process performance targets and standards  
17. critical analysis for reviewing the set of performance indicators  
18. knowledge of past process performance   
19. knowledge of current process performance  
20. estimate of future process performance  
21. comparison with external standards of excellence (benchmarking)  
22. integration and correlation between performance indicators  
23. use of short-term and long-term target indicators  
24. use of performance indicators for decision-making  

III- Clearness  25. clear definition of indicator calculation formula  
26. clear definition of process targets and objectives  
27. clear definition of process measurement error margins  
28. clear definition of data collection for measuring process performance  
29. clear definition of data source for measuring process performance  
30. greater emphasis on trends rather than on single performance measurements 
31. clear demonstration of performance measurement results (graphs, table)  
32. easy understanding by user of performance indicators   
33. clear definition of process rules (internal)   
34. clear procedures for implementing performance measurements  
35. objective definition of performance measurements (not based on personal opinions)  
36. divulging result of measurements to all parties involved with the process  
37. use of statistical techniques to validate measurement results  

IV- Balance  38. balance between financial and non-financial performance measurements  
39. balance between process efficiency and process efficacy measurements  
40. balance between process efficiency and process effectiveness measurements  
41. balance between quantitative and qualitative measurements 
48. use of result and process indicators  
49. satisfying client expectations and needs   
50. use of indicators from all the areas involved in the process 
51. awareness of the threats and opportunities posed by the organization’s external 

environment 
52. identification of strong points and improvement opportunities within the 

organization’s internal environment 
53. use of several performance dimensions (financial, client, innovation).  
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Table 1 – BPM Model – continuation 
Dimension Variable 

V- Dynamism  54. prompt user access to information he/she needs  
55. relevance of performance indicators for decision-making  
56. flexibility to modify performance indicators  
57. warning signals for performance outside the range of the established limits 
58. identification of trend curves and process progress   
59. fast, precise responses for users  
60. automated data collection for measuring system  
61. customization of indicators taking into account the needs of different user groups 
62. real time, relevant information for the entire organization  
63. tracking of critical parameters for detecting changes in the external environment 
64. tracking of critical parameters for detecting changes in the internal environment 
65. quick adaptation to changes in both the external and the internal environments  
66. constant updating of performance measurement within programmed time spans  
67. tracking of process performance measurements over time   
68. performance measurements with a long-term orientation  
69. supply of inputs for learning about the organization’s performance over time  

VI- Alignment  70. use of measurements derived form the organization’s strategy 
71. use of measurements connected with the organization’s strategy 
72. use of measurements connected with process quality   
73. use of measurements connected with process cost  
74. use of measurements connected with process flexibility  
75. use of measurements connected with the amount of time the process takes  
76. use of measurements connected with process results   
77. use of measurements connected with future growth of the business  
78. targeting the business’s key processes  
79. encompassing the entire process (from start to finish)  
80. coverage of all of the organization’s functional areas  
81. alignment between individual, team and organizational performance targets  
82. association of the measurements of a given hierarchical level with those of the level 

immediately above it 
83. use of indicators according to the organization’s hierarchical structure  
84. use of homogenous measures at the organizational level  

VII-Participation 85. user participation in the development of the measuring system  
86. staff motivation  
87. staff satisfaction   
88. understanding of the proposed targets by the entire staff 
89. possibility of changing the measuring system as a result of user complaint/suggestion 
90. use of performance measurements that can be controlled by the user  

VIII- Integration  91. integration of the performance indicators with the organization’s management system  
92. integration of the performance indicators with business systems (ERP)  
93. greater emphasis on team evaluation measurements rather than on individual ones 
94. interaction between the organization’s functional areas 
95. incentive for cooperation between the departments that take part in the process 

IX- Causal 
relationship  

96. cause and effect relationship between objectives and processes 
97. identification of the cause and effect relationships between several performance 

indicators  
98. cause and effect relationships between performance indicators and actions   
99. cause and effect relationships between results measurements and process leveraging  
100. cause and effect relationships between process objectives and activities  
101. cause and effect relationship between past and planned future performance 
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Table 2 – Analysis plan 
Analysis Objective 

Mahalanobis distance Identify outliers 
Missing Values analysis Identify missing values and relevant actions 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test Test the normal distribution 
Frequency distribution, central tendency measures Obtain descriptive statistics of the sample 
Correlation analysis Identify association between variables 
 

 

Table 3 Test for detection of outliers 
Dimension d.f. (number of 

variables) 
tcritical Value above the 

tcritical 
Learning 12 3.930  
Clearness 14 3.787  
Dynamism 16 3.686  
Integration 5 5.893  
Alignment 14 3.787 3.81 
Participation 6 5.208 5.97 -5.28 -5.95 
Causal Relationship 6 5.208  
Balance 10 4.144 4.20 
Critical Analysis 12 3.930  
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Table 4 – Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient  
Dimension Alpha Coefficient of the 

Dimension 
Variable  Corrected      Alpha being 
                 Item-            removed the  
                 Total             variable  
                 Correlation   specific  

Learning 0.9340 V5             .7243           .9279 
V6             .7270           .9279 
V7             .7562           .9265 
V9             .8244           .9239 
V10           .8074           .9248 
V11           .7276           .9277 
V12           .7128           .9283 
V13           .7909           .9253 
V14           .5734           .9365 
V15           .6936           .9296 
V16           .7058           .9287 

Clearness 0.9668 V17           .8705           .9630 
V18           .7802           .9648 
V19           .8102           .9642 
V20           .8698           .9630 
V21           .8651           .9631 
V22           .7787           .9649 
V23           .8018           .9644 
V24           .8631           .9631 
V25           .7486           .9655 
V26           .6919           .9665 
V27           .8703           .9631 
V28           .8723           .9630 
V29           .7475           .9655 
V30           .7403           .9659 

Dynamism 0.9668 V31           .6390           .9669 
V32           .8488           .9637 
V33           .7444           .9654 
V34           .7736           .9650 
V35           .7695           .9650 
V36           .7228           .9658 
V37           .7075           .9662 
V38           .7726           .9651 
V39           .8154           .9643 
V40           .8789           .9632 
V41           .8981           .9629 
V42           .7527           .9654 
V43           .8245           .9641 
V44           .8470           .9638 
V45           .8278           .9641 
V46           .8176           .9643 

Integration 0.8958 V47           .8129           .8569 
V48           .7192           .8808 
V49           .6480           .8944 
V50           .8190           .8592 
V51           .7480           .8732 
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Table 4 – Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient – continuation 
Dimension Alpha Coefficient of the 

Dimension 
Variable  Corrected      Alpha being 
                 Item-            removed the  
                 Total             variable  
                 Correlation   specific  

Alignment 0.9655 V52           .8350           .9623 
V53           .8322           .9624 
V54           .8592           .9617 
V55           .8611           .9618 
V56           .8797           .9614 
V57           .8539           .9619 
V58           .8383           .9622 
V59           .8025           .9630 
V60           .6822           .9653 
V61           .6738           .9655 
V62           .8246           .9625 
V63           .8159           .9627 
V64           .7385           .9646 
V65           .7408           .9642 

Participation 0.9212 V66           .7291           .9128 
V67           .9025           .8890 
V68           .7559           .9094 
V69           .7464           .9109 
V70           .7784           .9067 
V71           .7441           .9111 

Causal 
Relationship 

0.9101 V72           .7621           .8928 
V73           .7523           .8943 
V74           .8024           .8861 
V75           .7313           .8967 
V76           .7379           .8959 
V77           .7216           .8979 

Balance 0.9441 V78           .5254           .9493 
V79           .7950           .9370 
V80           .8634           .9347 
V81           .7510           .9390 
V82           .8549           .9340 
V83           .7463           .9392 
V84           .7934           .9373 
V85           .7424           .9394 
V86           .7974           .9370 
V87           .8495           .9343 

Critical Analysis 0.9667 V88           .8934           .9620 
V89           .8683           .9627 
V90           .8698           .9626 
V91           .8568           .9630 
V92           .9022           .9617 
V93           .6695           .9678 
V94           .8216           .9640 
V95           .7657           .9654 
V96           .7142           .9667 
V97           .8213           .9640 
V98           .8580           .9630 
V99           .8715           .9626 
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Table 5 – Results of the factor analysis 
Dimension KMO Bartlett’s Test Sig for Bartlett’s Test % of variance accounted for 
Learning 0.890 905.651 0.000 61.805 
Clearness 0.937 1601.860 0.000 70.166 
Dynamism 0.931 1844.057 0.000 67.151 
Integration 0.807 400.540 0.000 71.548 
Alignment 0.915 1813.305 0.000 69.541 
Participation 0.838 551.807 0.000 72.027 
Causal Relationship 0.798 499.090 0.000 69.234 
Balance 0.897 1022.023 0.000 67.604 
Critical Analysis 0.922 1663.001 0.000 73.456 
 

 

Table 6 – Results of the multiple regression analysis 
Dimension Standardized Regression 

Coefficient Beta 
t Statistics 

 
Sig.of t Tolerance VIF 

Learning .117 1.168 .246 .247 4.051 
Clearness .074 .476 .636 .103 9.732 
Dynamism .120 .813 .419 .113 8.845 
Integration .039 .429 .669 .304 3.290 
Alignment .016 .132 .896 .160 6.234 
Participation .129 .985 .327 .143 6.986 
Causal Relationship .231 1.976 .052 .181 5.538 
Balance -.010 -.073 .942 .129 7.750 
Critical Analysis .283 1.917 .059 .113 8.845 
Value of R2 = 0.802  F= 36.058  Sig F = 0.000 
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Table 7 - Correlations 
 Variable Varibles with high correlation 
 17 20, 21 
 19 24 
 20 17, 21 
Clearness 21 17, 20, 44 
 24 19 
 27 28, 44 
 28 27 
    32 49 
 40 41 
 41 40 
Dynamism 43 44, 45 
 44 21, 27, 43 
 45 43, 46 
 46 45 
    49 32 
Integration 50 51 
 51 50 
    52 53, 54 
 53 52 
 54 52 
 55 56, 57 
Alignment 56 55, 57 
 57 55, 56 
 62 63, 64 
 63 62 
 64 62 
    66 67 
Participation 67 66 
 70 71, 82 
 71 70 
    72 83 
Causal relationship 74 75, 82 
 75 74, 87 
    79 80 
 80 79 
Balance 82 70, 74, 84, 87, 89, 99 
 83 72 
 84 82, 99 
 87 75, 82, 92 
    88 89, 91, 94 
 89 82, 88, 92, 99, 100 
 90 91, 92 
 91 88, 90 
Critical analysis 92 87, 89, 90, 97, 98 
 94 88, 95, 100 
 95 94 
 97 92 
 98 92, 99 
 99 82, 84, 89, 98, 100 
   Global evaluation 100 89, 94, 99 
 


